
FUNCTIONAL   

DEPENDENCY        



INTRODUCTION

An attribute (column) Y of a 
relation(table) R is said to be 
functionally dependent upon 

attribute X of relation R if and only 
if for each value of X in R has 

associated with it only one value of 
Y in R at any given time . It is 
represented as X→Y where X 

attribute is known as determinant 
and Y attribute is known as 

determined.





Rollno S_Name Course S_phone City

2265 Anshu MCA 2222345 Amritsar

2209 Mani B.Tech 2234559 Ludhiana

6687 Ram MCA 2234878 Chandigarh

3498 Mani M.Tech 3333456 Amritsar

2245 Geeta MCA 2222254 Jallandhar



In this table ,the student’s rollno(Rollno) is the primary key 
as it uniquely determines each record of the relation. The 
S_Name corresponds to a student name, Course 
corresponds to a course the student undertakes ,S_phone
refers to student contact number and City refers to city 
which he belongs

In the above table S_Name ,Course,S_phone,City are 
functionally dependent on the primary key Rollno because 
corresponding to each student’s rollnumber, there exists 
one valueof S_Name,Course,S_phone,City respectively 
which is represented as

Rollno→S_Name Rollno→Course
Rollno→S_phone Rollno→City



S_Name

Ankush

Mani

Ram

Mani

Geeta

Here,corresponding to each student’s roll number (Rollno) there exists 
only one value of student’s name (S_Name ). The  student will  Rollno
=2265 has one and only one value ‘Ankush’ corresponding to it . 
Similarly,Rollno=2209 has a ‘Mani’. Although(S_Name) of student ‘Mani’ 
are same but their roll number  are different  so S_Name is functionally  
dependent  on  (Rollno) or you can say (Rollno) uniquely determines 
S_Name..But  the  converse  may/may not be true.

Rollno

2265

2209

6687

3498

2245

(Rollno→S_Name)



S_Name

Ankushu

Mani

Ram

Mani

Geeta

Course 

MCA

B.Tech

MCA

M.Tech

MCA

Some attributes may not be functionally  dependent  on other  
attributes . For example: Course is not functionally dependent 
on S_Name this  is represented as (S_Name↛Course). 
Here,corresponding to  each  student   S_Name ,there doesn’t  
exist  one and only one value of the Course . As  we can see 
that ‘Mani’ is studying courses ‘B.Tech’ and ‘MCA’.

(S_Name↛Course)



S_phone

S_Name

Course

City

Rollno

These functional dependencies can also be 
represented  using dependency diagrams .  
The dependency  diagrams of STUDENT table 
is. 



The dependencies exist in the STUDENT table 
is  

Rollno→S_Name Rollno→Course
Rollno→S_phone Rollno→City
S_phone →Rollno S_phone→Course
S_phone→S_Name S_phone→City





The following are the features of functional 
dependency:

 If an attribute (column) acts as a primary key 
then all the columns in the relation(table) 
must be functionally dependent on the 
primary key attribute.

 If X→Y holds in a relation R then Y→X may or 
may not hold. 


